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(54) Plough-turning device

(57) A valve assembly (1) for a hydraulic actuating
device for a reversible plough, which actuating device
comprises a width adjustment cylinder (10) for moving
the plough in the width direction between a narrow po-
sition and a wide position, and a turning cylinder (11) for
turning the plough about a turning axis.

The valve assembly is designed to turn the plough
on command by firstly moving the plough into a narrow
position, then turning the plough and then moving it back
into a wide position.

The valve assembly comprises a pressure connec-
tion (P) and a return connection (T), which can respec-
tively be connected to means for supplying pressurized
hydraulic fluid and to a reservoir.

The valve assembly also comprises a first connec-
tion (A) and a second connection (B), which can be con-
nected to the turning cylinder, and a third connection
(A2), which can be connected to the width adjustment
cylinder, in such a manner that when hydraulic fluid is
supplied to the width adjustment cylinder via the third
connection (A2) the plough moves in the direction of its
wide position, and a fourth connection (A3), which can
be connected to the width adjustment cylinder, in such
a manner that when hydraulic fluid is supplied to the
width adjustment cylinder via the fourth connection (A3)
the plough moves in the direction of its narrow position.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a valve assembly for
a hydraulic actuating device for a reversible plough in
accordance with the preamble of claim 1.
[0002] EP 0 416 206 and EP 0 758 718 disclose valve
assemblies for reversible ploughs.
[0003] The agricultural sector makes widespread use
of what are known as reversible ploughs. A reversible
plough is attached to the back of a tractor using a con-
struction which allows ploughing to be carried out on one
of the two sides of the tractor as desired. To turn a plough
in order to enable ploughing to be carried out on the oth-
er side of the tractor, it is necessary firstly to move the
plough into a position which corresponds to a narrow
plough width before the plough is rotated about its turn-
ing axis, which lies substantially horizontally and in the
longitudinal direction of the tractor. Then, the plough has
to be moved back to the desired plough width. The two
primary movements of the reversible plough described
above are usually realized by two hydraulic cylinders.
The pressurized hydraulic fluid which is to be supplied
to these cylinders is usually provided by a hydraulic
pump unit which is present on the tractor and comprises
a pump and a reservoir.
[0004] The known valve assemblies have the draw-
back that the structure is relatively complex is therefore
undesirably expensive.
[0005] It is an object of the invention to eliminate the
above drawback. Furthermore, it is an object of the in-
vention to provide a valve assembly which in practice is
highly reliable.
[0006] According to the present invention, these ob-
jects are achieved by a valve assembly according to
claim 1.
[0007] Further advantageous aspects of the valve as-
sembly are described in the subclaims.
[0008] Preferred embodiments of the valve assembly
according to the invention and the other components of
a hydraulic actuating device for a reversible plough ac-
cording to the invention will be explained in more detail
below with reference to the drawing, in which:

Figure 1 shows a hydraulic circuit diagram of the
valve assembly according to the invention,

Figure 2 shows a hydraulic circuit diagram of a hy-
draulic actuating device for a reversible plough pro-
vided with a preferred embodiment of the valve as-
sembly according to the invention,

Figure 3 shows the valve assembly of the circuit di-
agram shown in Fig. 2 designed as a hydraulic valve
block,

Figure 4 shows the valve block shown in Figure 3
in a first switching position,

Figure 5 shows the valve block shown in Figure 3
in a second switching position,

Figure 6 shows the valve block shown in Figure 3
in a third switching position,

Figure 7 shows the valve block shown in Figure 3
in a fourth switching position,

Figure 8 shows a hydraulic circuit diagram of a hy-
draulic actuating device for a reversible plough pro-
vided with a further preferred embodiment of the
valve assembly according to the invention, and

Figure 9 shows the valve assembly of the circuit di-
agram shown in Fig. 8 designed as a hydraulic valve
block.

[0009] Figure 1 shows a hydraulic circuit diagram of
a valve assembly 1 for a hydraulic actuating device of a
reversible plough.
[0010] The valve assembly 1 is designed to turn the
plough on command by firstly moving the plough into a
narrow position, then turning the plough and then mov-
ing it back into a wide position.
[0011] The valve assembly 1 comprises:

- a pressure connection P and a return connection T,
which can respectively be connected to means for
supplying pressurized hydraulic fluid and to a res-
ervoir,

- a first and second connection A, B which can be
connected to a turning cylinder,

- a third connection A2, which can be connected to a
width adjustment cylinder, in such a manner that,
when hydraulic fluid is supplied to the width adjust-
ment cylinder via the third connection A2, the
plough moves in the direction of its wide position,
and

- a fourth connection A3, which can be connected to
a width adjustment cylinder, in such a manner that,
when hydraulic fluid is supplied to the width adjust-
ment cylinder via the fourth connection A3, the
plough moves in the direction of its narrow position.

[0012] The valve assembly 1 also comprises a pres-
sure-actuated control valve circuit 2 having a first con-
trolled port GP1 and a second controlled port GP2, in
such a manner that the first and second controlled ports
GP1, GP2, in a first position, are respectively connected
to the return connection T and the pressure connection
P and, in a second position, are respectively connected
to the pressure connection P and the return connection
T.
[0013] The control valve circuit 2 has a control pres-
sure feature 3 which is in communication with the pres-
sure connection P, in such a manner that, at a defined
control pressure, the control valve circuit moves from
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the first position into the second position.
[0014] The first controlled port GP1 is in communica-
tion with the first connection A and with the third con-
nection A2, and the second controlled port GP2 is in
communication with second connection B and with the
fourth connection A3.
[0015] In the connecting section between the first con-
nection A and the first controlled port GP1 there is a first
pressure-actuated sequence circuit 4 with a nonreturn
valve function in the direction of the first controlled port
GP1. This nonreturn valve function can be eliminated
under the influence of a control pressure in an associ-
ated first control pressure passage 5 which is in com-
munication with the second controlled port GP2.
[0016] In the connecting section between the fourth
connection A3 and the second controlled port GP2 there
is a second pressure-actuated sequence circuit 6 with
a nonreturn valve function in the direction of the second
controlled port. This nonreturn valve function can be
eliminated under the influence of a control pressure in
an associated second control pressure passage 7 which
is in communication with the first controlled port GP1.
[0017] In addition to the main components explained
above, the valve assembly 1 also comprises a return
pressure generator circuit 8 in the connecting section
between the control valve circuit 1 and the return con-
nection T.
[0018] The structure and function of this return pres-
sure generator circuit 8 will be explained in more detail
with reference to Figures 2 - 7.
[0019] Figure 2 shows a preferred embodiment of the
valve assembly which has been extremely diagrammat-
ically depicted in Figure 1. In addition to the valve as-
sembly 1, which, as can be seen from Figure 3 - 7, is
preferably accommodated in its entirety in a single valve
block, this figure also shows the other components of a
hydraulic actuating device for a reversible plough. In the
present example, these other components are as fol-
lows:

- a double-acting hydraulic cylinder 10, which is used
to adjust the plough width of the plough. In the con-
text of the present invention, the cylinder 10 is re-
ferred to as a width adjustment cylinder 10.

- a double-acing hydraulic cylinder 11, which is used
to turn the plough between a first turned position, in
which the plough is located on one side of the trac-
tor, and a second turned position, in which the
plough is located on the other side of the tractor. In
the context of the present invention, the cylinder 11
is referred to as a turning cylinder 11.

[0020] The pressurized hydraulic fluid which is re-
quired for actuation of the cylinders 10 and 11 is provid-
ed by a hydraulic unit on the tractor. This unit comprises
a substantially unpressurized reservoir 12 for the hy-
draulic fluid and a hydraulic pump 13. On the tractor
there are also two connections, preferably quick-fit con-

nections, for the hydraulic actuating device according to
the invention. Between the connection on the one hand
and the reservoir 12 and the pump 13 on the other hand
there is a 4/3 slide valve 14, which in this case is de-
signed to be manually actuated. The valve 14 has neu-
tral middle position, in which the connections are closed
off, while in the other two positions in each case one of
the two connections is connected to the reservoir 12 and
the other of the two connections is connected to the
pump 13.
[0021] In the embodiment shown, the control valve
circuit 2 comprises a pressure-actuated spring-return
4/2 slide valve 21 which can adopt two positions.
[0022] In the first position, the starting position shown
in Figures 1, 2 and 3, the first controlled port GP1 and
the second controlled port GP2 are respectively con-
nected to the return connection T and the pressure con-
nection P, and in a second position, are respectively
connected to the pressure connection P and the return
connection T.
[0023] The slide valve 21 has a return spring 22 which
presses the slide valve 21 into its first position.
[0024] The slide valve 21 also has a first control pres-
sure feature 23 which is in communication with the pres-
sure connection P, in such a manner that at 24 a control
pressure acts on the sliding body, pressing the sliding
body in the direction of the second position, so that at a
defined control pressure in the said control feature 23
the slide valve 21 moves from the first position into the
second position.
[0025] The slide valve 21 also has a second control
pressure feature 25 which, in the second position of the
slide valve 21, is in communication with the pressure
connection P, so that the sliding body is then pressed in
the direction of the second position at 26.
[0026] Furthermore, the slide valve 21 has a third con-
trol pressure feature 27 which presses the sliding body
in the direction of the first position at 28. This third con-
trol pressure feature is in communication with a return
passage 29 between the slide valve 21 and the return
connection T, wherein the return pressure generator 8
generates a return pressure.
[0027] The return pressure generator 8 comprises a
pressure-regulating device 30, which may of adjustable
design and which is arranged in the corresponding liquid
path between the slide valve 21 and the return connec-
tion T. A throttle member 31 is incorporated in the same
path, in parallel with the pressure-regulating device 30.
[0028] The first pressure-actuated sequence circuit 4
is present in the connecting section between the first
connection A and the first controlled port GP1. In this
case, this sequence circuit 4 comprises a pressure-ac-
tuated nonreturn valve POCV1 which closes in the di-
rection of the first controlled port GP1, it being possible
for the closing action of the nonreturn valve POCV1 to
be eliminated under the influence of a control pressure
in an associated first control pressure passage 35 which
is in communication with the second controlled port
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GP2.
[0029] A sequence valve 36 which opens if the pres-
sure on the side of the second controlled port GP2 ex-
ceeds a defined pressure value, so that the nonreturn
valve POCV1 then opens, is incorporated in the control
pressure passage 35. A nonreturn valve 37 arranged in
parallel with the sequence valve 36 is provided in order
to enable liquid to flow back out of the control pressure
passage 35 between the valve 36 and the piston 53 of
nonreturn valve POCV1 if the controlled port GP2 is con-
nected to the reservoir 12.
[0030] A second pressure-actuated sequence circuit
6 is present in the connecting section between the fourth
connection A3 and the second controlled port GP2. This
sequence circuit 6 in this case comprises a pressure-
actuated nonreturn valve POCV2, which closes in the
direction of the first controlled port GP2. The closing ac-
tion of the said nonreturn valve POCV2 can be eliminat-
ed under the influence of a control pressure in an asso-
ciated second control pressure passage 40 which is in
communication with the first controlled port GP1.
[0031] A sequence valve 41 which opens if the pres-
sure on the side of the first controlled port GP1 exceeds
a defined pressure value, so that the nonreturn valve
POCV2 then opens, is incorporated in the control pres-
sure passage 40. A nonreturn valve 42 which is ar-
ranged in parallel with the sequence valve 41 is provided
in order to allow liquid to flow back out of the control
pressure passage 40 between the valve 41 and the pis-
ton 54 of nonreturn valve POCV2 if the controlled port
GP1 is connected to the reservoir 12.
[0032] In each connecting section between one of the
connections A2 and A3 and the associated connection
of the width adjustment cylinder 10 there is a pressure-
actuated nonreturn valve POCV3 and POCV4, having
a control pressure line which is connected to the other
connecting section to the width adjustment cylinder 10.
These nonreturn valves POCV3 and POCV4 have no
influence on the way in which the valve assembly func-
tions.
[0033] The connections A and B are directly connect-
ed via lines without further valves to the associated con-
nections of the turning cylinder 11.
[0034] A preferred embodiment of the realization of
the valve assembly 1 shown in Figure 2 in a single valve
block as well as its operation will now be explained in
more detail with reference to Figures 3 - 7.
[0035] Figures 3 - 7 use the same reference numbers
as the circuit diagram shown in Figure 2.
[0036] Figure 3 clearly shows the symmetrical struc-
ture of the valve block, the first and second sequence
circuits being of substantially identical design.
[0037] The slide valve 21 and the return pressure gen-
erator 8 with pressure-regulating valve 30 and throttle
member 31 are virtually identical to the slide valve 61
and pressure-regulating valve 70 in EP 0 758 718, which
are explained in detail in that document. This explana-
tion is deemed to be incorporated in the present appli-

cation by reference. Furthermore, the mode of action
can be seen clearly from Figures 4 - 7.
[0038] The sequence valves 36, 41 each have a slid-
ing body 49, 50 with a conical point at the front side,
which is able to close off a through-opening in the as-
sociated control pressure passage 35, 40. That part of
the conical point which projects into the through-open-
ing in each case forms an opening pressure surface of
the sliding body 49, 50.
[0039] On the rear side, a spring 51, 52 presses
against the sliding body 49, 50. Also, the rear side of
each sliding body 49, 50 forms a closing pressure sur-
face, the closing pressure surface of slide body 49 being
in communication with the first controlled port GP1 and
the closing pressure surface of sliding body 50 being in
communication with the second controlled port GP2.
[0040] The nonreturn valves POCV1 and POCV2
each comprise a control piston 53, 54, which on one side
is subjected to load from the hydraulic pressure in the
associated control pressure passage 35, 40 if the se-
quence valve 36, 41 incorporated therein is open.
[0041] The nonreturn valves POCV1 and POCV2 also
comprise a valve body 55,56, respectively, which is
pressed towards its seat by a spring. The valve body 55,
56 can be pressed away from its seat by means of the
associated control piston 53, 54, in order in this way to
eliminate the nonreturn valve action.
[0042] The way in which the valve assembly shown
operates will now be explained in more detail with ref-
erence to Figures 4 - 7.
[0043] When hydraulic fluid is supplied to the pres-
sure connection P, with the slide valve 21 in the first po-
sition, as shown in Figure 4, this fluid flows past the slide
valve 21 towards the second controlled port GP2 and
via the nonreturn valve POCV 2 to the connection A3.
This hydraulic pressure from the pump also reaches the
connection B via the second controlled port GP2. Since
the nonreturn valve POCV1 is closed, the turning cylin-
der 11 will remain inactive. The piston rod of the width
adjustment cylinder 10 will extend, however, since liquid
can flow out of the rod-side cylinder space to the return
connection T and then to reservoir 12, via the connec-
tion A2.
[0044] As a result, the width adjustment cylinder 10
will move the plough in the direction of the narrow posi-
tion (cf. arrow in Figure 4).
[0045] Then, a pressure rise will occur as a result of
the width adjustment cylinder 10 which has been moving
in the direction of the narrow position of the plough com-
ing to a standstill, in particular reaching the limit position.
This pressure exceeds the usual operating pressure of
the hydraulic system. The increased pressure applies a
load to the opening control surface of the sequence
valve 36 and causes the valve 36 to open the control
pressure passage 35. This leads to the nonreturn valve
POCV1 being opened by means of the associated con-
trol piston 53 (cf. Figure 5).
[0046] Then, in the situation shown in Figure 5, the
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turning cylinder 11 is activated by the supply of hydraulic
fluid via the second connection B and the discharge of
hydraulic fluid via the first connection A. In the process,
the slide valve 21 remains in its first position,
[0047] A pressure rise again occurs as a result of the
turning cylinder 11 then coming to a standstill, in partic-
ular reaching a limit position. This pressure too will ex-
ceed the operating pressure of the hydraulic system. As
a result, the slide valve 21 moves into the second posi-
tion, as can be seen from Figure 6.
[0048] Once the slide valve 21 has adopted its second
position, the turning cylinder 11 is activated again by the
supply of hydraulic fluid via the first connection A and
the discharge of hydraulic fluid via the second connec-
tion B. The piston rod of the turning cylinder 11 is then
extended, as shown by the arrow in Figure 6.
[0049] Then, a pressure rise which exceeds the oper-
ating pressure will occur again as a result of the turning
cylinder 11 coming to a standstill, in particular reaching
a limit position. This pressure applies a load to the open-
ing control surface of the sequence valve 41, which as
a result opens the control pressure passage 40. As a
result, the control piston 54 is activated and the nonre-
turn valve POCV2 is opened (cf. Figure 7). As a result,
the width adjustment cylinder 10 will then be activated
by the supply of hydraulic fluid via the connection A2
and the discharge of hydraulic fluid via the connection
A3 (cf. arrow in Figure 7), with the result that the plough
moves in the direction of the wide position.
[0050] The return pressure generator 8 and throttle 31
are provided in order to generate a return pressure
which helps the sequence valves 36, 41 to operate re-
liably. This is because this return pressure acts on the
closing surface of the corresponding sequence valve
and contributes to the closing force, which is otherwise
substantially provided by the spring of the sequence
valve.
[0051] The operating pressure of the system is, by
way of example, 200 bar. The force of the spring may
then, for example, be such that the opening pressure
required is 150 bar. If the ratio between the opening sur-
face area and the closing surface area of the sliding
body of the sequence valve is, for example, 1:16 and a
return pressure of 5 bar is generated, the opening pres-
sure required is 150 (spring force) + 80 (5 bar x 16) =
230 bar. As a result, the sequence valve cannot open
under the influence of the operating pressure. When the
return pressure drops once a cylinder has reached its
limit position, the corresponding sequence valve will
open at a pressure of 150 bar.
[0052] The return pressure also acts on the sliding
body of the slide valve 21 in the same direction as the
spring 22 and thereby contributes to reliable switching
of the said slide valve 21.
[0053] Briefly actuating the valve 14 in Figure 2 in
such a way that the pressure connection P is connected
to the reservoir 12 enables the spring 22 to restore the
starting position for a subsequent turning cycle. This

starting position and the cycle are therefore independ-
ent of which side of the tractor the plough is located on
at the start of the cycle.
[0054] Figures 8 and 9 show another preferred em-
bodiment of a valve assembly according to the inven-
tion. In these figures, components which correspond to
components of the valve assembly shown in Figures 2
- 7 are provided with the same reference numerals.
[0055] The difference between the valve assembly
shown in Figures 8 and 9 and the valve assembly de-
scribed above relates to the design of the control pres-
sure means associated with the slide valve 21. The con-
trol pressure feature 23 shown in Figure 2, which is in
direct communication with the pressure connection P, is
absent in the circuit diagram shown in Figure 8 and has
been replaced by control pressure feature 50.
[0056] The control pressure feature 50 is in commu-
nication with the second controlled port GP2 via the se-
quence valve 36. As has been mentioned above, the
sequence valve 36 opens if the pressure on the side of
the second controlled port GP2 exceeds a defined pres-
sure value. As a result, first of all the nonreturn valve
POCV1 will open, followed, under the influence of the
control pressure via the control pressure feature 50, by
the slide valve 21.
[0057] It will be clear from the description given above
that the inventive idea can also be realized in other de-
sign forms as well as the embodiment described here.

Claims

1. Valve assembly (1) for a hydraulic actuating device
for a reversible plough, which actuating device com-
prises a width adjustment cylinder (10) for moving
the plough in the width direction between a narrow
position and a wide position, and a turning cylinder
(11) for turning the plough about a turning axis,
which valve assembly (1) is designed to turn the
plough on command by firstly moving the plough in-
to a narrow position, then turning the plough and
then moving it back into a wide position,
which valve assembly (1) comprises:

- a pressure connection (P) and a return connec-
tion (T), which can respectively be connected
to means for supplying pressurized hydraulic
fluid and to a reservoir,

- a first and second connection (A, B), which can
be connected to the turning cylinder,

- a third connection (A2) which can be connected
to the width adjustment cylinder (10), in such a
manner that, when hydraulic fluid is supplied to
the width adjustment cylinder (10) via the third
connection (A2), the plough moves towards its
wide position,

- a fourth connection (A3), which can be connect-
ed to the width adjustment cylinder (10), in such
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a manner that, when hydraulic fluid is supplied
to the width adjustment cylinder (10) via the
fourth connection (A3), the plough moves in the
direction of its narrow position,

which valve assembly also comprises:

- a pressure-actuated control valve circuit (2)
having a first controlled port (GP1) and a sec-
ond controlled port (GP2), in such a manner
that the first and second controlled ports (GP1,
GP2), in a first mode, are respectively connect-
ed to the return connection (T) and the pressure
connection (P) and, in a second mode, are re-
spectively connected to the pressure connec-
tion (P) and the return connection (T),

- which control valve circuit (2) has associated
control pressure means, in such a manner that,
at a defined control pressure, the control valve
circuit (2) moves from a first position to the sec-
ond position, wherein

- the first controlled port (GP1) is in communica-
tion with the first connection (A) and with the
third connection (A2), and

- the second controlled port (GP2) is in commu-
nication with the second connection (B) and
with the fourth connection (A3),

characterized in that
a first pressure-actuated sequence circuit (4;
POCV1,36) having a nonreturn valve function
(POCV1) in the direction of the first controlled port
(GP1) is present in the connecting section between
the first connection (A) and the first controlled port
(GP1), which nonreturn valve function can be elim-
inated under the influence of a control pressure in
an associated first control pressure feature (5;35)
which is in communication with the second control-
led port (GP2), and
a second pressure-actuated sequence circuit (6;
POCV2,41) having a nonreturn valve function
(POCV2) in the direction of the second controlled
port (GP2) being present in the connecting section
between the fourth connection (A3) and the second
controlled port (GP2), which nonreturn valve func-
tion can be eliminated under the influence of a con-
trol pressure in an associated second control pres-
sure feature (7;40) which is in communication with
the first controlled port (GP1),
in such a manner that when hydraulic fluid is sup-
plied to the pressure connection (P), with the control
valve circuit (2) in the first mode, in succession:

- the width adjustment cylinder (10) moves in the
direction of the narrow position,

- the nonreturn valve function (4;POCV1) of the
first sequence circuit is eliminated under the in-

fluence of a hydraulic pressure in the associat-
ed first control pressure feature (5;35) which is
formed as a result of a pressure rise caused by
the width adjustment cylinder (10) which has
been moving in the direction of the narrow po-
sition of the plough coming to a standstill, in
particular as a result of the limit position being
reached, so that the turning cylinder (11) is ac-
tivated by the supply of hydraulic fluid to the
second connection (B) and the discharge of hy-
draulic fluid via the first connection (A),

- the control valve circuit (2) goes from the first
mode into the second mode under the influence
of a control pressure in the associated control
pressure means (3;23;50) which is formed as
a result of a pressure rise caused by the turning
cylinder (11) coming to a standstill, in particular
reaching a limit position, so that the turning cyl-
inder (11) is again activated, in the opposite di-
rection, as a result of hydraulic fluid being sup-
plied via the first connection (A) and hydraulic
fluid being discharged via the second connec-
tion (B),

- the nonreturn valve function (6;POCV2) of the
second sequence circuit is eliminated under the
influence of a hydraulic pressure in the associ-
ated second control pressure feature (7;40)
which is formed as a result of a pressure rise
caused by the turning cylinder (11) coming to a
standstill, in particular reaching a limit position,
so that the width adjustment cylinder (10) is ac-
tivated by the supply of hydraulic fluid via the
third connection (A2) and discharge of hydrau-
lic fluid via the fourth connection (A3), with the
result that the plough moves in the direction of
the wide position.

2. Valve assembly according to claim 1, in which the
control means associated with the control valve cir-
cuit (2) comprise a control pressure feature (23)
which is in direct communication with the pressure
connection (P) , in such a manner that, at a defined
control pressure, the control valve circuit moves
from the first mode into the second mode.

3. Valve assembly according to claim 1, in which the
control pressure means associated with the control
valve circuit (2) comprise a control pressure feature
(50) which is in communication with the second con-
trolled port (GP2) by way of a valve (36) which
opens at a defined pressure at the second control
port (GP2).

4. Valve assembly according to one or more of the pre-
ceding claims, in which the control valve circuit (2)
comprises a pressure-actuated 4/2 slide valve (21)
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with spring return (22).

5. Valve assembly according to claim 4, in which the
slide valve (21) has a first control pressure feature
(23), which is in communication with the pressure
connection (P), in such a manner that a control
pressure acts on the sliding body, pressing the slid-
ing body in the direction of the second position, so
that at a defined control pressure in the said control
feature (23) the slide valve (21) moves from the first
position into the second position.

6. Valve assembly according to claim 4 or 5, in which
the slide valve (21) has a second control pressure
feature (25), which, in the second position of the
slide valve (21), is in communication with the pres-
sure connection (P), so that the sliding body is then
pressed in the direction of the second position.

7. Valve assembly according to claim 4 or 5, in which
the slide valve (21) has a third control pressure fea-
ture (27), which presses the sliding body in the di-
rection of the first position.

8. Valve assembly according to claim 7, in which the
third control pressure feature is in communication
with a return passage (29) between the slide valve
(21) and the return connection (T), in which a return
pressure is generated by a return pressure gener-
ator (8).

9. Valve assembly according to claim 8, in which the
return pressure generator (8) comprises a pres-
sure-regulating device (30), which is arranged in the
associated liquid path between the slide valve (21)
and the return connection (T).

10. Valve assembly according to claim 9, in which a
throttle member (31) is incorporated in the same
path, in parallel with the pressure-regulating device
(30).

11. Valve assembly according to one or more of the pre-
ceding claims, in which the first sequence circuit (4)
comprises a pressure-actuated nonreturn valve
(POCV1) which closes in the direction of the first
controlled port (GP1), it being possible for the clos-
ing action of the said nonreturn valve (POCV1) to
be eliminated under the influence of a control pres-
sure in an associated first control pressure passage
(35) which is in communication with the second con-
trolled port (GP2).

12. Valve assembly according to claim 11, in which a
sequence valve (36) is incorporated in the first con-
trol pressure passage (35) and opens if the pres-
sure on the side of the second controlled port (GP2)
exceeds a defined pressure value, so that the non-

return valve (POCV1) then opens.

13. Valve assembly according to claim 11, in which
there is a nonreturn valve (37) arranged in parallel
with the sequence valve (36) in order to allow liquid
to flow back out of the control pressure passage
(35) between the valve (36) and the control piston
(53) of nonreturn valve POCV1 if the second con-
trolled port (GP2) is connected to the reservoir (12).

14. Valve assembly according to one or more of the pre-
ceding claims, in which the second pressure-actu-
ated sequence circuit (6) comprises a pressure-ac-
tuated nonreturn valve (POCV2) which closes in the
direction of the first controlled port GP2, and in
which the closing action of the said nonreturn valve
(POCV2) can be eliminated under the influence of
a control pressure in an associated second control
pressure passage (40) which is in communication
with the first controlled port (GP1).

15. Valve assembly according to claim 13, in which a
sequence valve (41) is incorporated in the second
control pressure passage (40) and opens if the
pressure on the side of the first controlled port
(GP1) exceeds a defined pressure value, so that the
nonreturn valve (POCV2) then opens.

16. Valve assembly according to claim 13, in which
there is a nonreturn valve (42) arranged in parallel
with the sequence valve (41) in order to allow liquid
to flow back out of the control pressure passage
(40) between the valve (41) and the control system
(54) of nonreturn valve (POCV2) if the controlled
port (GP1) is connected to the reservoir (12).

17. Valve assembly according to one or more of the pre-
ceding claims, in which a pressure-actuated nonre-
turn valve (POCV3) and (POCV4) is incorporated
in each connecting section between one of the con-
nections (A2) and (A3) and the associated connec-
tion of the width adjustment cylinder (10) and has a
control pressure line which is connected to the other
connecting section to the width adjustment cylinder
(10).

18. Valve assembly according to claim 11 or 13, in
which a sequence valve (36, 41) has a sliding body
(49, 50) with a conical point on the front side, which
is able to close off a through-opening of the associ-
ated control pressure passage (35, 40), that part of
the conical point which projects into the through-
opening in each case forming an opening pressure
surface of the sliding body (49, 50).

19. Valve assembly according to claim 16, in which on
the rear side a spring (51, 52) presses against the
sliding body (49, 50) of the sequence valve, and in
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which the rear side of each sliding body (49, 50) also
forms a closing pressure surface, the closing pres-
sure surface of sliding body (49) of the first se-
quence valve (36) being in communication with the
first controlled port (GP1) and the closing pressure
surface of the sliding body of the second sequence
valve (41) being in communication with the second
controlled port (GP2).

20. Valve assembly according to claim 11 or 13, in
which the nonreturn valve (POCV1, POCV2) com-
prises a control piston (53, 54) which is subjected
to load on one side by the hydraulic pressure in the
associated control pressure passage (35, 40) if a
sequence valve (36, 41) incorporated therein is
opened.

21. Valve assembly according to claim 11 or 13, in
which the nonreturn valve (POCV1, POCV2) com-
prises a valve body (55, 56) which is pressed to-
wards its seat by a spring and is pressed off its seat
by means of an associated control piston (53, 54)
in order thereby to eliminate the nonreturn valve ac-
tion.

22. Hydraulic actuating device for a reversible plough,
comprising a valve assembly according to one or
more of the preceding claims.
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